“Today we face the darkest evils in the world with
nothing more than our ability to forgive, to love, and
to be compassionate. And so we allow - no, we
encourage the evil to grow. In response to repeated
crimes against us, we delicately voice our concerns
in politically correct language, reminding each other
that an evil person is evil only because of his difficult
childhood, or his impoverished life, or his having
suffered crimes against his own loved ones - and so
his hatred is not his own fault. I say enough! Evil is
evil. We have all struggled in life.”
~ Dan Brown ~

The Great Hijab Hoax
The recent reporting of a fake hate crime in Toronto (in which a
Muslim girl claimed that a man twice tried to cut off her hijab as
she walked to school) and the enthusiastic willingness of her
school, the police, and government officials to condemn the
attack as an instance of Islamophobia demonstrate how far
Canada has travelled on the path to submission.

Canada is such a generally tolerant and welcoming nation that
some Muslims must turn to story-telling to maintain their charade
of victimization. Even while Canadians have shown commendable
self-restraint in the face of planned and actual jihad attacks on
our country and elsewhere, our leaders are all too ready to
shame us for our supposed bigotry. Why? What will be gained by
pretending that Muslims face unjust persecution for which all
Canadians should express sorrow and take responsibility?
The increasing insistence by some Muslim activists that Canada
must commemorate crimes against Muslims and must make
'Islamophobia' a special category of criminal hate is an attempt
to declare Muslims a unique class of victims with unusual rights
and exemptions. While we condemn any acts of violence against
Muslims, we refuse to accept that Canadians owe Muslims
apologies or protections not granted to other Canadian citizens.
Canada's famed tolerance is predicated on freedom of speech and
on the separation of religion and state. Canada must not bow to
Sharia law.

A hijabi hoax that fooled Canada by Tarek Fatah
Why are 11-year-old girls wearing the hijab? We are a society that
accommodates all, but not the Swastika or the KKK cone hat, but when it
comes to the flag of the fascist Muslim Brotherhood, the hijab, we give it
the benefit of the doubt. I have stated empathically that the hijab has
nothing to do with Islam as a religion. It is not sanctioned anywhere in the
Qur’an, the fundamental text of Islam, or even in the dubious Hadith
(traditions) attributed to Prophet Muhammad 100 years after his
death. Sad, that at a time when Muslim women in Iran are risking their
lives to tear off their hijabs, Canada is becoming a place where little girls
are being used to carry the burden of Islamism on their heads.
http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/fatah-a-hijabi-hoax-that-fooledcanada

A phony Islamophobia panic is ruining Canadian
politics

As the Toronto Sun’s Anthony Furey observed, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau has a long track record of erring on the side of radical Islam, a
pattern seemingly born from a larger tendency to frame Muslims as
creatures without agency and deserving reverence for all claims of
persecution, no matter how dubious or ambiguous. This, in turn, animates
many of the man’s marquee political promises, from a generous intake of
Syrian refugees to eliminating judgmental language from the Canadian
citizenship guide to ending bombing raids against the Islamic State, all of
which have, at their core, an implied need to redeem the Islam-skeptical
character of Canadian society.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/global-opinions/wp/2018/01/16/aphony-islamophobia-panic-is-ruining-canadian-politics

Hijab hoax girl, family owe Canadians an apology
by Anthony Furey
I thought at the time that everyone falling over themselves was a bit too
much. The suspect had not yet been found. Maybe things weren’t quite as
they were portrayed. And, besides, people are unfortunately assaulted
daily in this country and the overly political response to this one implied
that assaulting a girl in a hijab was somehow worse and more deserving of
censure than assaulting one without.
http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/furey-hijab-hoax-girl-family-owecanadians-an-apology

Wait for it ……“Muslims fear backlash” over hijab
hate crime hoax
See how the establishment media narrative works? When racist, bigoted
“Islamophobes” supposedly target Muslims, Muslims are victims. And when
Muslims fake “Islamophobic hate crimes,” Muslims are victims. Not only
that, but when Muslims scream “Allahu akbar” and murder infidels, Muslims
are victims. Always and in every situation, Muslims are victims, to be
appeased and accommodated in every possible way. Once you understand,
we can all lock arms and march together into our glorious multicultural,
diverse future.

https://pamelageller.com/2018/01/hijab-hate-hoax-backlash.html

Ezra Levant: Police need to charge "hijab hoax"
Ezra Levant of TheRebel.media: A report that Toronto girl's hijab was cut
by an attacker has been revealed to be a hoax. Now police need to charge
the girl's mother with public mischief.
SIGN our petition to Toronto Police Service here:
http://www.HijabHoax.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=542&v=hgimG_9Fh2s

Glazov Moment: The Lies of Hijab Hoax Girl
On this new edition of the Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie reveals The Lies of
Hijab Hoax Girl and asks: Where is the investigation of the mother? Where
are the charges?
http://jamieglazov.com/2018/01/18/glazov-moment-the-lies-of-hijab-hoaxgirl/

Call for the
commemoration of
January 29

Canadians don't need a 'National Day' scolding us
for being Islamophobic by Barbara Kay
The federal government has been asked by the National Council of
Canadian Muslims (NCCM) to declare Jan. 29, the first anniversary of a
murderous attack on a Quebec mosque that left six dead and several
others injured, a “National Day of Remembrance and Action on
Islamophobia.” We deplore the horrific Quebec City mosque murders.
Nevertheless, an annual day of national atonement sends the wrong
message.
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/barbara-kay-canadians-dont-need-anational-day-scolding-us-for-being-islamophobic

Canada: "Islamophobia Day"? Are You Kidding? By
Tom Quiggin
The Prime Minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau, is being asked by the
National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM, formerly known as CAIR
CAN) to designate January 29 as a "National Day of Remembrance and
Action on Islamophobia." If he does, it is an indicator that the Islamists in
Canada have succeeded in their program of political expansion and
influence to the point of now being able publicly to manipulate the Prime
Minister's Office. In fact, in Canada, "Islamophobia" comes in only fourth
behind crimes against Blacks, Gays and Jews. Hate crimes against Muslims
have dropped, even as the overall number of hate crimes increase,
according to the last Statistics Canada reporting.
If the "Islamophobia Memorial Day" is declared by the prime minster, it is a
clear "indicator and warning" on how far an Islamist mentality has been
developed within the corridors of government. It also will further confirm
how deeply Prime Minster Trudeau has continued in his support the
Islamist cause on every occasion since his election as a Member of
Parliament in 2008.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11767/canada-islamophobia-day

Quebec Opposition Rejects Call For “Day of Action
on Islamophobia”

Coalition avenir Québec and the Parti Quebecois – Quebec’s main
opposition parties – rejected a call by the National Council of Canadian
Muslims (NCCM) for a National Day of Remembrance and Action on
Islamophobia. Parti Quebecois says the vague term “Islamophobia”, is too
controversial, and points out there is already a designated international day
for the elimination of racial discrimination, observed annually on March 21.
http://researchantisemitism.ca/quebec-opposition-rejects-call-day-actionislamophobia/

Quebec mosque shooting: Ottawa ‘reflecting’ on
day of action against Islamophobia, Trudeau says
The federal government is still “in reflection” on the idea of making the
anniversary of the attack on a Quebec City mosque a day of action on
Islamophobia, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Thursday.
Saying he wants to find the right way to commemorate the tragedy,
Trudeau added the government doesn’t want to spark a backlash against
any minorities, either. "We want to avoid the kind of backlash we
sometimes see when we launch such actions because unfortunately there
is still a small, intolerant minority."
http://montrealgazette.com/news/quebec/quebec-mosque-shootingtrudeau-reflecting-on-day-of-action-against-islamophobia

CANADA
Stay vigilant about Sharia in Canada by Candice
Malcolm
Jihadist terrorists seek to destabilize our society through acts of war;
meanwhile non-violent Islamists — driven by the same dogmatic ideology
— work to quietly advance their cause and spread the doctrine of political
Islam across the West. Examples of Islamist practices seeping into our
society are all around us, and perhaps the most concerning is the
encroachment of Sharia Law.

http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/malcolm-stay-vigilant-aboutsharia-in-canada

Trudeau's love of dictatorships is showing again at
home by Father Raymond J. de Souza
Freedom of speech includes the right not to be coerced into expressing an
opinion. And the right not to have an opinion. It would be equally wrong if
the prime minister insisted that businesses filing for tax rebates had to
express their support for his tax policies. Or that applicants for
environmental retrofit grants affirm the government’s climate policy. It is a
more serious violation when the government demands assent by religious
groups to positions contrary to their faith.
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/father-raymond-j-de-souza-trudeaus-loveof-dictatorships-is-showing-again-at-home

Dear Mr. Ambassador, why is Canada funding antiSemitism?
There is substantial evidence regarding UNRWA staff ties to Hamas and
other unsavoury groups; reams of highly credible information (much of
which has been reported by NGOs and the media) alleging that donations
to UNRWA and the Palestinian Authority have been used to support
incitement to violence against Israelis. There was and is ample evidence of
UNRWA staff using social media to spread anti-Semitism and incite terror
attacks. I close with one question many of us would most like answered:
Why are Canadian funds are being used to foment anti-Israel and antiSemitic hatred?
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/vivian-bercovici-dear-mr-ambassador-whyis-canada-funding-anti-semitism

Canadian Government Requires Pledging Support
for Abortion to Get Summer Jobs Funding
"Restricting women’s rights by removing rights to abortion and the right for
women to control their own bodies is not in line with where we are as a
government." Justin Trudeau may have cried over the treatment of past

treatment of Canada's LGBT community and indigenous peoples, but the
lives of unborn children? Meh.
https://www.truthrevolt.org/news/canadian-government-requires-pledgingsupport-abortion-get-summer-jobs-funding

Toronto: Muslim-only youth fellowship program
begins in city government offices
“Where is the program for Jews? Christians? Hindus? Government
internships for Muslims and Muslims only. This is the very definition of
sharia law, special superior rights for a ‘superior’ class”. The idea that
Muslims in Canada face wholesale persecution, discrimination and
harassment is a fiction, based on no facts whatsoever, and designed solely
to procure special privileges and accommodations for Muslims — like this
program. In sharia, Muslims have rights and privileges that non-Muslims
don’t have. And this is an example of it.
https://pamelageller.com/2018/01/toronto-fellowship-offices.html/

Joshua Boyle: The Taliban-Admiring Freed
Hostage's Case Keeps Getting Stranger
Most intriguing is Boyle's apparent continuing support for the Taliban, a
legally designated terrorist entity under Canadian law. Boyle continues to
refer to the Taliban by their preferred title of 'Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan,' and has even gone so far as to explain that the Taliban
refused to cooperate with the Haqqani network in the hostage taking and
that the Haqqani thugs tried to recruit him to join with them. Boyle's
seeming support of the Taliban remains unchallenged.
https://www.investigativeproject.org/7249/joshua-boyle-the-talibanadmiring-freed-hostage

Trudeau’s Government Enabling Female Genital
Mutilation?

Canada’s Michelle Rempel exposes the Liberal government’s heart of
darkness.
https://www.truthrevolt.org/videos/trudeaus-government-enabling-femalegenital-mutilation

Canada: State-funded CBC calls for the shaming of
big families, says country should bring in more
migrants instead
Kristen Pyszczyk, writing for the CBC, does not go so far as to suggest oneor two-child policies of the sort which have led to baby girls being aborted
or left in the street to die in Communist China, but suggests that public
vilification of the traditional family could do the trick just as well. “Shame is
a powerful tool for changing behaviour,” she notes, suggesting that girls
who are “groomed for motherhood from a very early age” should be
subjected to “arguments for alternatives”.
Comment on Jihad Watch:
For anyone to tell Canadians that they cannot have large families in their
own country yet say nothing about Muslim migrants having up to 8 kids per
family says not population control to me but population replacement.
I don’t know what these people expect after they’ve given their countries
over to Islam but one thing they will not get are long lives of peace and
prosperity.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/canada-state-funded-cbc-calls-forthe-shaming-of-big-families-says-country-should-bring-in-more-migrantsinstead

Most Idiotic Statement of 2017
There was one statement that stood head and shoulders above the pack.
It was made by a man whose growing archive of stupid, vacuous
comments has become legendary, not only in Canada, but across the
English speaking world. Yes, I am talking about that preening fake with
the shiny hair, the phony of phonies, Justin Trudeau. The darling of the

Millenials, who thanks to their addiction to hand-held devices recognize
wisdom and erudition when they see it.
http://www.actforcanada.ca/most-idiotic-statement-of-2017/

Freedom of Speech
Edmonton’s Citadel Theatre declines to host book
launch for controversial University of Toronto
professor
He’s a magnet for controversy and it appears Edmonton’s Citadel
Theatre would rather avoid hosting an outspoken University of Toronto
psychology professor. Jordan Peterson, a psychology professor who
sparked debate when he said he would refuse to use gender-neutral
pronouns, is on tour to promote a new book. He says the Citadel
Theatre cancelled his Feb. 11 event without any explanation, calling
the decision “regrettable, made in haste, and unprofessional.”
https://globalnews.ca/news/3969273/edmontons-citadel-theatre-declinesto-host-book-launch-for-controversial-university-of-toronto-professor/

Christian University Bows to Muslim Brotherhood
Pressure
The university recently cancelled an upcoming "Homeland Security
Summit" featuring experts on Islam and the civilizational jihad, including
Center for the Study of Political Islam founder, Dr. Bill Warner, former FBI
agent, John Guandolo, and retired law enforcement officer, Cathy Hinners.
This past week, Hamas-linked CAIR, an unindicted co-conspirator in the
Holy Land Foundation Hamas-funding trial, which presents itself as
a benign Muslim civil rights organization, pressured the school to withdraw
the venue for the event.
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/detail/christianuniversity-bows-to-muslim-brotherhood-pressure

Multiculturalism
The Scourge of Multiculturalism
The argument made by immigration and refugee enthusiasts, namely that
the Western democracies were founded and settled by immigrants and
therefore should continue to welcome newcomers, is valid only to a point.
The plight of European nations like Germany, Sweden, England and
France, sinking into a morass of civil unrest, criminal violence and legal
subversion, should be an incontrovertible object lesson that
multiculturalism is the devil’s gift to a forgetful and undeserving people.
Grace under current circumstances may be hard to achieve, but courage
and honesty are indispensable if we are to avoid or at least mitigate on our
own shores the European imbroglio and the fate of a dying continent.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/the-scourge-of-multiculturalism/

Immigration-migration
Real Story Behind the ****hole Comment
Exactly what do you call countries like Haiti, Honduras, El Salvador, Congo,
Pakistan, Sudan, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Somalia and the like---destination
resorts for Carnival Cruise ships? Your favorite retirement countries of
choice? The wings of humanity’s highest and best aspirations? Paragons
of happiness and human triumph?
http://www.actforcanada.ca/real-story-behind-the-hole-comment-by-frostywooldridge/

UN chief unveils plan to promote global mass
migration
In 2012, United Nations Secretary General António Guterres infamously
remarked that the European Union — which he had previously served as a
European Commissioner — should be doing its best to “undermine national

homogeneity” and promote “multicultural states” through mass migration.
So now, OIC puppet and socialist António Guterres is out to convince all
that “Migration can benefit the world.” President Trump has rejected
Guterres’ plan as “simply not compatible with US sovereignty.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/un-chief-unveils-plan-to-promoteglobal-mass-migration

Katie Hopkins: The truth about ‘sh*thole’ countries
After Trump started a global conversation on “sh*thole countries,” and
Brietbart’s Raheem Kasseem announced that “London is turning into a
sh*thole under Sadiqi Khan” – many of us felt a sense of relief.
Straight talk – like a blast of fresh air on a clammy bus. Across Western
Europe, huge numbers of people believe their own country is turning into
exactly that, and are packing their bags.
https://www.therebel.media/katie_hopkins_the_sh_thole_countries_are_he
re_in_western_europe

Google, Facebook,
Twitter
Facebook: Championing Blasphemy Laws
It is curious that of all the groups Facebook could have chosen to "protect"
-- if one is to believe that Facebook intends to "protect" other groups as
well -- it chose Muslims. Are Muslims the most targeted group in the world
today? In Canada, according to fresh statistics, hate crimes against
Muslims have fallen while hate crimes against Jews have risen.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11552/facebook-islam-blasphemy-laws

The Trillion-Dollar Chameleon by Victor Davis
Hanson

Facebook and Google are now called a “duopoly.” The two companies rake
in roughly half of all Internet ad revenue. Both companies sometimes
censor and electronically snoop on their customers, massaging everything
from the daily news to what we should buy. Could a Silicon Valley startup
company offer an alternative to either Facebook or Google? It would likely
be bought out or crushed the moment it became large enough to gain
notice. Why are huge tech companies seemingly exempt from the rules
that older corporations must follow?
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/455498/tech-companies-facebookgoogle-hiding-plain-sight

How Conservatives Are Being Destroyed by
Facebook, Twitter and Google Without Even
Realizing It
We’ve already lost the schools, Hollywood and the mainstream media.
What happens when you can’t get out conservative opinion via social
media because they block, shadow ban and demonetize everyone who gets
any traction? What happens if they put rules in place that essentially make
expressing conservative opinions something that gets you kicked off their
service? You’re pro-gun? Sorry, not allowed. You don’t like gay marriage?
Get out of here. Criticizing Black Lives Matter? Out of bounds!
https://townhall.com/columnists/johnhawkins/2018/01/13/howconservatives-are-being-destroyed-by-facebook-twitter-and-googlewithout-even-realizing-it-n2433962

SPLC
It's Time to Bring the Southern Poverty Law Center
to Justice
There are many powerful forces operating today across the nation to divide
the American people and silence opposing views. One of the most active of

these efforts is the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC). There are two
very serious reasons why the SPLC is in many ways more dangerous than
other organizations that are fueling the flames of the far left radicals who
use violence and lies to stop honest political debate. First, the SPLC has
contracts with the federal government, specifically the Department of
Justice (DOJ) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), serving as
advisors to help define what a domestic terrorist or hate group is, even
helping to write official policy for this agency of our government. Here are
just a few examples:
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/detail/its-time-to-bringthe-southern-poverty-law-center-to-justice

Around the World
China
As China pushes censorship on B.C. students,
democracy falls back by Terry Glavin
Shawn Zhang, a Peking University alumnus came to Canada on a student
visa two years ago to study law at UBC posted an image of the Tibetan flag
on Twitter. Then Chinese police phoned his parents. It’s a story about the
way the Beijing regime bullies people far beyond its borders, with a few
amusing twists and several disgusting instances of corporate cowardice,
but it begins innocently enough, with a 28-year-old student at the
University of British Columbia and a post he put up on Twitter last
Wednesday.
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/terry-glavin-as-china-pushes-censorshipon-b-c-students-democracy-falls-back

India
India's Modi abandons legacy of Muslim
appeasement

The government of India has been spending badly needed funds for one
religious community's annual pilgrimage. Since 2008, about 120,000
Muslims have utilized the government money to go on the Hajj, according
to the Indian government, costing the Indian people almost a half-billion
dollars in the last five years alone. This money now will be used for
educational purposes, especially for girls who have been particularly
underserved in accordance with community practice.
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/01/indias_modi_abandons_leg
acy_of_appeasement.html#ixzz54RsMxAdc

Iran
Now’s the time for Trudeau to act on Iran By Majed
El Shafie
The Islamic regime in Iran is a state-sponsor of terrorism and a threat to
world peace. To curtail their exporting of violence throughout the region,
prevent future wars, and better contain such threats, Canada and our
western allies need to find the courage of their convictions to support the
Iranian people in their march for justice and reform. Ongoing vapid
diplomatic condemnation with inaction leaves the people of Iran behind.
Our government can do better and Canadians should demand it.
http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/el-shafie-nows-the-time-fortrudeau-to-act-on-iran

United States
FBI, DOJ argue for dismissal of suit about their
foreknowledge of Garland, Texas jihad attack
This case should not be dismissed. I was co-sponsor and co-organizer of
this event and spoke at it, and was there when the jihadis began firing.
And this case is bigger than Bruce Joiner, which is not to say that his case

is not of cardinal importance. The FBI clearly knew the attack was coming
(although it didn’t bother to inform us or our security team), as the FBI
agent was right there, following behind the jihadis, whom he had
encouraged to “tear up Texas.” But even though they knew the attack was
coming, they didn’t have a team in place to stop the jihadis. They had one
man there, and one man only. The jihadis were not stopped by FBI agents,
but by our own security team. If the jihadis had gotten through our team,
they would have killed Pamela Geller and me, and many others. (They
would no doubt have loved to kill Geert Wilders, but he left before they
arrived.)
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/fbi-doj-argue-for-dismissal-of-suitabout-their-foreknowledge-of-garland-texas-jihad-attack

Donald J. Trump: One Year In
It’s a year since Trump was inaugurated and, amazi ngly, the
world hasn’t ended. The West hasn’t been plunged into 1930sstyle extremism, the American constitution hasn’t been trampled
under goose-steps, and Muslims haven’t been marched off to
camps. That’s what we were told would happen. Cast your mind
back to early 2017: liberal circles fizzed with warnings of a ‘New
Hitler’, even whispers of another Holocaust. This spectacularly
irresponsible posturing against Trump had two terrible impacts.
First, it trivialised historic events like the rise of Nazism, chasing
historical accuracy and reason itself out of political debate. And
secondly it made criticising Trump more difficult. The Trump of
Guardianistas’ rash nightmares came to dominate public
discussion, making the real Trump – the man who is politically
problematic but not Hitler – more difficult to see, and analyse,
and oppose. This year, can we please park the shrill historical
illiteracy and get back to grounded debate?
Brendan O’Neill/Editor/!Spiked

Trump the Barbarian
Trump’s words about Haiti and African nations were “offensive words”. He
supposedly called those countries by a crude name. He certainly could

have chosen his words more carefully. But…who cares? He told the raw
truth. As usual, he was right on the money. Trump said exactly (although
crudely) what 63 million American taxpayers who voted for him were
thinking. We aren’t running a charity, we’re running a country.
https://townhall.com/columnists/wayneallynroot/2018/01/13/trump-thebarbarian-n2433842

What I Learned in the Peace Corps in Africa: Trump
Is Right
We are lectured by Democrats that we must privilege third-world
immigration by the hundred million with chain migration. They tell us we
must end America as a white, Western, Judeo-Christian, capitalist nation –
to prove we are not racist. I don't need to prove a thing. Leftists want
open borders because they resent whites, resent Western achievements,
and hate America. They want to destroy America as we know it. We have
the right to choose what kind of country to live in. I was happy to donate
a year of my life as a young woman to help the poor Senegalese. I am not
willing to donate my country.
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/01/what_i_learned_in_peac
e_corps_in_africa_trump_is_right.html

Other Articles
Confessions of an Islamophobe by Bruce Bawer
How can individuals in positions of responsibility be so deeply in denial
about the fundamentals of Islam? Others of these reality-denying “modern”
folk, meanwhile, aren't civilized at all but are, in fact, totalitarian
ideologues, enemies of freedom who admire Islamic tyranny just as others,
two or three or four generations ago, despite being fortunate enough to
live in free and prosperous societies, gazed with fatuous admiration upon
Nazi Germany, Soviet Russia, or Maoist China.
https://www.truthrevolt.org/commentary/bawer-confessions-islamophobe

Youtubes
Cathy Newman’s catastrophic interview with
Jordan Peterson
Whatever else anybody might think of him, Professor Peterson is a man of
remarkable learning and experience, and does not appear to have arrived
at any of his views by the now common means of ‘I reckon’.
https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2018/01/watch-cathy-newmans-catastrophicinterview-with-jordan-peterson/

Ezra Levant: Trudeau May Revive "Hate Speech"
Law That Targeted Mark Steyn, Others
Ezra Levant of TheRebel.media reports on Justin Trudeau resurrecting
"hate speech" laws his political enemies.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFxHNM38SfA

Discussing Trudeau, Radical Islamism, & More With
Canadian Patriot Jill Colton
I recently spoke with Canadian Patriot Jill Colton about many of the big
issues facing our country, including Justin Trudeau’s failed leadership,
Andrew Scheer, Radical Islamism, and much more.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/01/12/watch-discussing-trudeauradical-islamism-canadian-patriot-jill-colton/

Kassam: Khan's London is a Sh*thole“…to borrow
a phrase from Donald Trump, London is turning
into a sh*thole under Sadiq Khan.”
https://www.facebook.com/raheemjkassam/videos/vb.448623025347037/7
58136261062377/?type=2&theater

A Little Laughter!
Students Learn New Gender Pronouns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzNGkwGYE4E

Trigger Warnings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MrTGZSPajI
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